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Intermec SR61XR (SR61BXR-CB-001)
SR61B near/far scanner kit, Bluetooth 2.1+EDR, Li-Ion battery, incl. charging base, 425 g
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 691.69 €
Eco fees: 0.04 €
VAT 21 %: 145.26 €

Product details:
Product code: SR61BXR-CB-001
EAN: 0783555039281
Manufacturer: Intermec

836.99 €
* VAT included
With the flagship Intermec SR61XR rugged handheld bar code scanner, you benefit from extreme near/far scanning
performance while eliminating the need for multiple scanning devices-resulting in savings to your bottom line.
- Incomparable - breakthrough near-to-far area imaging technology enables hassle-free 1D and 2D scanning from near
contact to over 50 feet away
- Easy to use - laser spot aimer and omni-directional scanning make targeting simple, even at long ranges
- Future proofed - ready for the increasing use of 2D and stacked bar code symbologies
- Rugged - designed to withstand drops to concrete or steel from 6.5 feet, hot and cold temperature extremes, constant
forklift vibration and windblown dust and rain
- Fast - full speed USB 2.0 wired or Bluetooth® wireless interface to host system
- Proven - part of a complete line-up of proven SR61 scanners
The Intermec SR61XR is the first handheld scanner on the market with integrated near/far area imaging technology,
offering the unparalleled flexibility to read multiple symbologies, omni-directionally, at distances from six inches to over
50 feet. Like the rest of the proven SR61 scanner family, these models incorporate a rugged design and optional
Bluetooth® wireless communication.
Variable distance scanning technology means multiple purpose-built scanning devices can be consolidated into a single
solution. This incredible versatility makes the SR61XR suited to inventory management, picking, shipping and receiving,
cross docking, pallet tracking, and virtually all other common scanning routines in the distribution center.
Quickly scan 1D, 2D, composite and postal codes; capture images, signatures and documents; read at near and far
distances; and successfully cope with damaged, poorly printed and partially obscured codes in varied lighting
conditions. Along with advanced features, the SR61XR delivers incredible responsiveness and advanced imaging
capabilities like data parsing, multi-code reading, and image/video capture are standard.
With omni-directional scanning, laser pointer auto-illumination and center decoding, the SR61XR makes it easy to scan
at variable distances, lighting conditions and angles-improving worker productivity and eliminating the "trial and error" of
scanning. Operators of fork trucks equipped with vehicle-mounted mobile computers, such as the Intermec CV Series,
will appreciate how they can now remain seated while scanning targets at extended ranges.
Main specifications:

Scanning
Scanner type:
Linear (1D) barcodes supported:

2D (matrix & stacked) barcodes supported:

1D/2D
Codabar,Code 11,Code 128,Code 39,Code 93,EAN-13,GS1 DataBar
Expanded,GS1 DataBar Omnidirectional,GS1-128 (UCC/EAN128),Interleaved 2 of 5,PDF417,Plessey,Telepen,U.P.C.
Aztec Code,Data Matrix,MaxiCode,MicroPDF417,QR Code,TLC-39

Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology:
Interface:

Wireless
Bluetooth

Wireless range:
Bluetooth version:

100 m
2.1+EDR

Design
Colour of product:
Type:
International Protection (IP) code:
RoHS compliance:

Black,Blue
Handheld bar code reader
IP54
Y

Performance
Built-in display:

N

Power
Power source type:
Battery technology:
Number of batteries supported:
Battery life:
Charging time:

Battery
Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)
1
10 h
2.5 h

Operational conditions
Operating temperature (T-T):
Storage temperature (T-T):
Operating relative humidity (H-H):

-20 - 50 °C
-40 - 70 °C
0 - 95 %

Weight & dimensions
Weight:
Width:
Depth:
Height:

425 g
70 mm
178 mm
114 mm

Packaging content
Charging base:

Y

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

